
Description Usage Features Benefits Part Number
World class clutch and 
brake bleeding at an 
economy price. 
The perfect reverse clutch 
and brake bleeder for the 
auto enthusiast who wants 
to bleed his brake or clutch
system on his own.

Occasional 
use

Includes main fittings and 
adapters to perform basic 
clutch and brake bleeding 
One man brake bleeder in 15 
minute operation 
Multiple uses for the home 
and shop, no electricity or air 
required

Portable, lightweight and 
easy to use.
Creates firmer pedal 
Reduces stopping time 
Increases braking power

ACS-BLEEDER-DIY

Cost- effective and
multi-functional c lutch and 
brake bleeder 
This bleeder is constructed 
from zytel nylon and 
simple to disassemble

Light-duty 
professional 
use 

Patented Reverse Fluid 
Injection 
Single technician operation 
Portable, lightweight, durable 
No electricity or pressurised 
air required

Confidently handle the 
toughest jobs in minutes
Increases your shop’s 
efficiency and workflow 
One tool for all your 
bleeding needs
Usable anywhere with a 
quick easy setup

ACS-BLEEDER

This heavy-duty clutch 
and brake bleeder is 
constructed from die cast 
steel and aluminium and is 
simple to disassemble

Heavy-duty 
professional 
use

Patented Reverse Fluid 
Injection 
Single technician operation 
Portable, lightweight, durable 
No electricity or pressurised 
air required 
Cost- effective and
multi-functional

Confidently handle the 
toughest jobs in minutes 
One tool for all your 
bleeding needs 
Usable anywhere with a 
quick easy setup 
The last clutch and brake 
bleeder you’ll ever buy

ACS-BLEEDER-PRO

ACS-BLEEDER-DIY ACS-BLEEDER ACS-BLEEDER-PRO

ClutCh Bleeding tools

Part numBers

TOOLS

Air is the enemy of any hydraulic clutch system. When trapped, air deteriorates the response of clutch 
systems and can leave the clutch assembly mushy and weak. Making sure that the clutch system performs 
to its top potential and getting rid of this “spongy pedal” feel often requires a complete clutch bleeding.

ACS now offers a range of clutch and brake bleeding tools that contain all the equipment necessary for 
performing an impeccable clutch bleeding in only 15 minutes and with only one person.


